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OBrien System 140 Wakeboard 2024

  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price £239.99

Discount £-40.00

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerOBrien 

Description 

The O'Brien System Boat Wakeboard offers performance at an affordable price. Its Continuous Rocker keeps the board stable on the water and
predictable off the wake.  

The Siren also uses dual channels at the tip and tail and centre mounted Attack Fins to ensure predictable tracking and easy edging. To top it
off, its extra buoyant foam core makes getting up and out of the water as effortless as can be. These features make the System a great first
board for anyone just getting into the sport or the perfect board to keep on your boat.
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Wakeboarding: OBrien System 140 Wakeboard 2024
 

O'Brien System Boat Wakeboard Features:

6mm inserts - All O’Brien wakeboards are equipped with industry standard 6mm inserts compatible with all bindings
Continuous Rocker: With an even curve from tip to tail, this balanced rocker line is extremely consistent, easy to control, and rolls up the
wake for a smooth predictable pop.
Feather Core: The Feather Core reduces the board’s swing weight for more midair control, while simultaneously maintaining its profile
up the face of the wake for maximum pop.
Dual Channels: Assists in tracking and stability by directing the water flow out through the tail of the board.
Grab Rail: Channelling on top of the board that makes it easier to lock onto grabs; also makes the board easier to carry.
Removable Centre Fins: The Attack 1.4 fins provide additional tracking for riders who want more control on the water, can be removed
for a looser feel or for more experienced riders.

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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